To widen the conjecture slightly, one might ask about representations induced from finite dimensional representations. Our first lemma shows that this reduces to the question of monomial representations (using the theorem on inducing in stages).
Let us establish some notation, χ f G will be the representation of G induced (definition in Mackey, [6] ) from a representation χ of some subgroup. If χ is a character (one dimensional representation) on a subgroup H of G, χ 9 is the character on H a = g~ιHg given by χ β (h) = (ghg" 1 ) . If £7 is a representation, Jg^(ϋ7) is the space on which U acts. Let C be the complex numbers.
First of all, the wider conjecture reduces to the narrower via. LEMMA 
If V is a finite dimensional irreducible representation of a nilpotent group G } then V is induced from a one dimensional representation of some subgroup of G.
multiple of a single character. Hence if we can prove V is equivalent to U \ G o , we are done by induction on the dimension of £ίf (V) .
Let f!e^f{U \ G o ) be defined by f;(g k ) = δ ik v where ve<%?(χ), the g k are representatives for GJF and δ ik is the Kroneker δ. Then the// span JT(ί7 | G o ) Let TΓ// -Ffor 1 )^ Then TΓ: ^T(i7 ΐ G o ) -
Sίf(V).
One can check that ϊΓ commutes with the action of G o and is unitary, using the fact that V(gi)<%f(χ) 1 ££f(χ) for g i Φ e. Thus we conclude that V is induced as a representation of G o , from a faithful representation of some subgroup of G o , hence, by induction, from a character χ 0 on some subgroup H of G o . Then, as a representation of G, V is induced from χj on p~ι(H) where p: G -»G o is the canonical projection and χ' 0 
(g) -χ o (p(g))
Next, we need some information about finitely generated nilpotent groups. (2) A nilpotent group is nilpotent of class Jc if N k+1 -1, LEMMA 2. A subgroup of a finitely generated nilpotent group is finitely generated.
Proof. Let H be a subgroup of the finitely generated nilpotent group G. If G is nilpotent of class 1, G is abelian and the result is quite easy.
Assume the result for all nilpotent groups of class k. If G is nilpotent, of class k + 1, JBΓΠ [G, G] is finitely generated as a subgroup of [G, G] .
A set of representatives for the generators of H/Hf) [G, G] plus the generators for JBΓ n [G, G] will serve as a set of generators for H. Proof. The result is due to Howe [3] for a torsion free finitely generated nilpotent group. We show here how the result extends to any finitely generated nilpotent group.
Hirsch [2] has shown that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of finite index in the direct product A x B where A is a finite group and B is a torsion free finitely generated nilpotent group. 
The intertwining number, i(L, M), of L and M is the dimension of the space of intertwining operators for L and M.
The first lemma centres around a situation which will be the chief concern of this section. A subgroup H preserves a one dimensional subspace of a certain representation space £ί? (p) . This action describes a character of H. If this character is induced to G, the lemma describes its relationship to the original representation p. LEMMA 
Let p be a representation of G, ve £ίf(p) such that ρ(H)v c Cv where H is some subgroup, and p(g)v J_ v for all g eG -H. Then if χ(h)v
Proof. We merely have to construct one nonzero intertwining operator.
Let U = X t G, g% be right coset representatives of H and f\ be in £{f(JJ) defined by f\(g 5 
by the perpendicularity hypothesis of the lemma,
The other lemma is concerned with the multiplicity of characters in the restriction of a representation. LEMMA 
If p is a representation of a nilpotent group H and χ is a one dimensional subrepresentation of p, and H o is a normal subgroup of H such that [H: H Q ] is finite with the property that % | H o occurs an infinite number of times in ρ\H 0 (i.e., i(χ\H Oy p\H Q ) is infinite), then χ occurs an infinite number of times in p.
Proof. Choose an integer k such that
Then the group H λ generated by h and H o is normal in H. Also, for some positive integer n, h n e H o . Let Vi 6 3ίf(p) be an infinite independent set on which H o acts as χ\H 0 . Then the subspace spanned by the {h*v r : i -1, •••, n} contains a vector on which i?i acts as χ \ H lβ Namely, if a -χ(h) and
Since there is an infinite number of independent v r9 there are an infinite number of independent such whence χ\H x is of infinite multiplicity in ρ\H γ . Continuing this construction a finite number of times, we reach the conclusion of the lemma.
These two lemmas will be very useful in what follows. We now come to our criterion.
DEFINITION. We will say a representation of a group G has the finite multiplicity property if there is a subgroup H which preserves a one dimensional subspace of £ίf{p) with the additional property that if χ is the character of H so defined, p\H contains χ as a discrete direct summand only a finite number of times.
With this we can state. 
is an irreducible subrepresentation of the representation of K given by the closed linear span of p{K)v, by Lemma 5. Let N G (K) = Iξ Let χ | UΓ = Ϊ7 and choose geK λ -K. Then by Mackey [7] , Theorem 3' U g is not equivalent to U since U \ G is irreducible.
Let Sff* be a subspace of £^{p) on which if acts according to U. Then #Jg^ j_ .^ for g eK t -K, since, if not, the projection of g<%^ to £%t is an intertwining operator for U g and U. By the form of U there is a vector v 0 e S(f^ such that p(k)v 0 ± v 0 for all keK -H and p(fe)v 0 = X(h)v 0 for all heH. Thus ^(^o i. ^0 for all g e K x -H. Hence, by Lemma 5, χ ] (2) and (1) 
Hence / can only be nonzero on one right H coset -H itself. There it is determined once its value at e is. Hence χ has multiplicity 1 in χ t G\H.
2. Now let use this criterion to show there is representation of a nilpotent group which is not induced from any finite dimensional representation (or, equivalently, from any one-dimensional representation).
Our example will be a representation of the group of 3 x 3 matrices of the form where x, y, z are integers We will denote this matrix by (x, y, z) so that First we describe a general form for a representation of G. A particular example of this will turn out to be the required counterexample. For / in L\S U λ) where S t is the circle and λ is Lebesgue measure, let U s (x, y, z) 
(x + x\ t) = s(x, t)s(x', t + xb)
Note that, in fact, s(l, t) can be an arbitrary measurable function, and then s(x, t) is completely defined by ( (1) 
Thus V commutes with multiplication by e iyt for any integer y. Thus, by a known theorem of functional analysis (cf. Naimark, [10] , p. 499, is necessary for equivalence, and by the decomposition of V above it can easily be shown to be sufficient. It is also easy to see that if six, t) is constructed from s(l, ί) by ( (1)), then this equation is equivalent to v(t)8 % (l, t) = s^l, t)v(t + δ), as required. If s x = s 2 , then this means that v(t) = v(t + b) -i.e. v is invariant under translation by 6. But this translation is an ergodic action on the circle. Hence, by a standard theorem of ergodic theory, v is constant a.e., with respect to λ. Thus V is in fact a scalar multiple of the identity operator, which shows that U s is irreducible. Now let us look at a character χ and subgroup H. U s is infinite dimensional. Hence if χ \ G is equivalent to U s , [G: H] is infinite. Further, by Theorem 3' of Mackey [7] Ox ί G, x ί G) = Σ «#« n s; χ| ff< n #). For k = 0 and p Φ 1 or -1 it is not hard to show, using Theorem 3' of Mackey [7] , that χ ab j G is not irreducible. Now if U s and χ ab | G were equivalent for χ ab defined on H Q1 , then U S \K and χ ab j G\K would be equivalent, and by a theorem of Mackey (Mackey, [8] , p. 103) Lebesgue measure would be measure isomorphic to the measure which weights each point of the orbit of a as 1. But this is a contradiction, since Lebesgue measure would then be atomic. Proof. Then Since 1 + 2p ^ 0 for any p, this contradicts (2) . Hence this U s is not induced from a character.
3. Although every irreducible representation of a finitely generated nilpotent group is not induced from a character, it is useful to know exactly how to obtain those that are. In fact Mackey's Theorem 3' of [7] 
